
Stage 3 Spelling - Term 2, Week 4 
explain ‘ai’ family 

complain 
contain 
disdain 
waist 
afraid 
traitor 
failure 

acquaint 
portrait 

defy ‘y’ saying long ‘i’ 
occupy 
cycle 

hybrid 
hygiene 
square ‘squa’ 
squad 

squawk 
squadron 
squander 

 
	 	





















Persuasive Devices What Are Persuasive Devices?
Persuasive devices are important tools which we can use to convince 
others to agree with our viewpoint.
Persuasive devices are used to:
• create a bond between the author and the reader or listener
• reinforce and emphasise the author’s viewpoint
• appeal to the emotions of the reader or listener
• make the author seem knowledgeable, reliable and correct
• make other views seem foolish, dangerous and wrong.
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Persuasive Devices Match Up 

Match the correct persuasive device to its definition. 

 

 

 

Questions asked just for effect, or 

to emphasise a point. 

Words used to make the reader 

feel like you are talking to them. 

Repetition of the same sound at 

the beginning of words. 

Language used to make the reader 

feel certain emotions. 

Words used to indicate the degree 

to which something is probable. 

Providing information that is 

inflated, or over-the-top. 

Important words or phrases that 

are used more than once. 

Three adjectives or phrases used 

together to emphasise a point. 

Emotive  

Language 

Alliteration 

Personal  

Pronouns 

Exaggeration 

Rule of 3 

Rhetorical 

Questions 

Repetition 

 

Modality 

 



42 x 25 = 1050

42
25x

42
2 5
2 1 0

0

x
42
2 5
2 1 0
4 0

x
42
2 5

2 1 0
8 4 0

x

42
2 5

2 1 0
8 4 0

1 0 5 0

x

42
25

0
5 x 2 = 10x

1 42
2 5

2 1 0
(5 x 4) + 1 = 21x

1

placeholder

42 x 25 = ?
° Write down the multiplication problem with each of the numbers in the 

correct place value position.

° Start by multiplying the units column of the bottom number by the units 
column of the top number. If the product is a two-digit number, then carry 
over the first digit of the product into the tens column and place the second 
digit under the units column. Repeat the process by multiplying the units 
column of the bottom number by the tens column of the top number.

° First add the placeholder. Then 
multiply the bottom number in 
the tens column by the top 
number in the units column.  

° Continue multiplying the 
numbers in the next column.

° Add the answers of these two 
calculations together to get 
the final answer.

Traditional Algorithm
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Term 2, Week 3 - Long Multiplication (Red and Yellow Team)
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Term 2, Week 3 - Long Multiplication (Blue Team)
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Where did migrant groups come from and how 
did they contribute to the Australian Colonies? 

 
Look at the images on the poster carefully and complete the activities below. 

 
1. Write what you see. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Write three questions that you have about the poster and the images on it. 
 

1. 
 
 

2 
 
 

3 
 
 

 



Migrant Groups 
 
 
 
Afghan Cameleers 
Cameleers (called Afghan Cameleers) came from India, 
Iran, Egypt and Turkey. They worked mainly in the 
Northern and Central parts of Australia. 
 

 
 
Chinese migrants 
Chinese migrants came in their thousands to the gold 
fields of Victoria and later on Queensland. 
 
 
 
 

German vignerons 
German vignerons (wine makers) were encouraged 
to migrate as bounty migrants to South Australia. 
 

 
 
Pacific Islanders 
Over 6000 Pacific Islanders, mainly from Vanuatu and the 
Solomon Islands, were used as indentured workers in the 
Northern Queensland sugar cane fields. 
 
 
 
 

Japanese Pearl Divers 
Pearl divers and fishermen from Japan and the Philippines 
worked off the coast of Broome in Western Australia. 
 
 
 



 

 

 



             
                                             Stage 3 PE Week 4 Term 2 

Learning intention - For students to participate in fun activities to develop their catching skills. 
 
Skill focus – See attached Skill Card for The Catch 
 
Equipment required – closed in shoe, a pair of socks, a pencil and the activity log book (see below) or download at 
www.sports.det.nsw.edu.au  
 
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES 
  
Warm Up  
Stretch arms out nice and wide, followed by taking 2 steps forward, 2 steps to the right, 2 steps backwards, 2 steps to the left, 
jogging on the spot for 20 seconds followed by 15 star jumps,10 lunges and 4 high kicks. 
 
Daily activity  
Using a pair of socks folded together to make a ball shape. Pretend the socks are an egg. Toss and catch the egg following the 
activities below.  
 

GETACTIVE@Home - https://vimeo.com/413420570/0a66eb3963 (Episode 1- The Catch)  
Use activity log book to record your results for each activity. You can practise each day and improve on your ‘personal 
best’.  

 

 
 
Teaching Cues                                                                                                                                                                              
Family member can use the following catching teaching cues to support student:                                                                                                                                                    

• Throw the ball - ' toss the egg'                                                                                                                                                         

• Eyes on the ball – ‘eyes on the prize’ 

• Arms extended and hands together - 'make the nest'                                                                                                                     

• Bend the knees and slightly lower hands - 'soften the nest' 
                                                                                                                                                                                                       
Discussion Questions-                                                                                                                                                                                    
When Catching a ball on the move, what should you look at?  The ball? Your hands?                                                                                                         
How do you move your hands when catching a hard ball? 

Cool Down 
Watch and join in with ‘Move like the avengers’ - Marvel x Les Mills 5-minute Kids Workout 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uYi1kyMeFHQ 

http://www.sports.det.nsw.edu.au/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uYi1kyMeFHQ


Extension Activity  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

The Catch Skill Card 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

GetAct ive@Hom e 

Act ivity logbook
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 HOW  DID YOU GET ACTIVE TODAY? 
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HOW  DID YOU GET ACTIVE TODAY? 

HOW  DID YOU GET ACTIVE TODAY? 

HOW  DID YOU GET ACTIVE TODAY? 

HOW  DID YOU GET ACTIVE TODAY? 

getactive@det.nsw .edu.au
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Make a sm iley face on  a circle each  

t im e you  w at ch  an  ep isode or do 

som eth ing  act ive.

How  m any sm iley 

faces can  you m ake 

in  one w eek? 

Rem em ber t o w rit e 

your t otal dow n  each  

w eek . 

How  m any sm iley faces do you  have 

altoget her? 

11 - 15 = Act ive Challeng er 

16 - 20 = Super Act ive Challenger 

21 - 25 = Meg a Act ive Ch allen ger 

getactive@det.nsw .edu.au



      Opinion Adjectives     
 

An adjective is a word that describes a noun or pronoun. When we need to describe our 
thoughts about somebody or something, we can use opinion adjectives, such as nice, 
beautiful or friendly. 

1. Write an opinion sentence with each opinion adjective listed below. 

Example adjective: entertaining 

Example sentence: The scary movie was very entertaining. 
    

a) funny  
  

b) scary  
  

c) average  
  

e)  interesting  
  

f)  excellent  
  

g)  boring  
  

h) beautiful  
  

i) strange  
  

j) delicious  
  

k) unusual  
  

l) difficult  
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Persuasive Devices Sorting Task 

The following sentences are from a persuasive text about homework. 

Cut out each sentence and paste it in the correct column on the next page, 

according to the type of persuasive device being used. 

 

We need to work together to make 

schools see that homework is a 

completely unnecessary exercise. 

Don’t students deserve to unwind and 

relax after a long day at school? 

After school, children deserve to 

unwind, relax and just be kids. 

Think about all the exhausted children 

who must suffer through the horrific 

task of homework every single night. 

Homework is stressful for the student; 

boring for the student and pointless 

for the student.  

Students should be social after school, 

not stuck inside doing silly study! 

Homework is destroying the 

childhoods of today’s children. 

It is certain that homework does not 

achieve anything for students; this old-

age practice must be stopped! 
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Persuasive Devices Sorting Task 
Rhetorical Questions 

 

 

 

 

 

Personal Pronouns 

 

Alliteration 

 

 

 

 

 

Emotive Language 

Modality 

 

 

 

 

 

Exaggeration 

Repetition 

 

 

 

 

 

Rule of 3 

 



42 x 25 = ?

° Draw an array and break each number into a simpler multiplication.

° Multiply the numbers in the array together.

° Add all of the totals together to get the final answer.

Array or Box Method

40 2

20

5

x

800 + 200 + 40 + 10 = 1050

42 x 25 = 1050

40

800

200

40

10

2

20

5

x
40 x 20 = 800
2 x 20 = 40
40 x 5 = 200
2 x 5 = 10



CAPA Option 1 



CAPA Option 2 
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Using Persuasive Devices 
Your friends are arguing whether or not books are more enjoyable than movies. 

Choose which side you support. 

Write a sentence using each persuasive device to help argue your viewpoint. 

 

Rhetorical Question: __________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Personal Pronouns: ___________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Alliteration: _________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Emotive Language: ___________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Modality: ___________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Exaggeration: _______________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Repetition: _________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

Rule of 3: ___________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________
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Extended multiplication is another way of solving 
problems. In extended multiplication we multiply 
the units, tens and hundreds separately then add 
the answers together.

Written methods – extended multiplication

Complete using extended multiplication. Estimate first:2

Use a calculator to help you work out the values you could expect when 
multiplying the following. Tick the columns:

T TH TH H T U

a a unit by a unit    9  ×  7

b a ten by a unit    43  ×  5

c a hundred by a unit    126  ×  7

d a ten by a ten    13  ×  72

e a ten by a hundred    55  ×  120

1

H T U
2 3 4

× 3
1 2 (3  ×  4)
9 0 (3  ×  30)

6 0 0 (3  ×  200)
7 0 2

2 × 2 would give  
 me a unit only. But 
 8 × 6 would give me 
 tens and units. I’ll 
 tick both columns.

e: e: e:

a 2 4 5 b 4 5 2 c 3 2 7

× 2 × 7 × 8

(2 × 5) (7 × 2) (8 × 7)

(2 × 40) (7 × 50) (8 × 20)

(2 × 200) (7 × 400) (8 × 300)

e: e:

d 2 7 9 e 4 1 2

× 2 × 9

(2 × _____) (9 × _____)

(2 × _____) (9 × _____)

(2 × _____) (9 × _____)
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Written methods – extended multiplication

Use extended multiplication to solve these problems:3

a  Jack and his 2 friends bought tickets to the 
World Cup. Each ticket costs $124. How much 
did they spend altogether?

c  Yusuf’s highest Level 1 Live Mathletics score is  
112. Yep, he’s fast. If he scores this 7 times in a  
row, how many correct answers has he achieved?

b  Jack has a paper round and earns $7 per day. He 
works for 18 days and saves it all. Has he earned 
enough to pay for his World Cup ticket?

d  Kyra’s class of 24 all had to stay in for 11 minutes  
of their recess. Something to do with too much 
talking. How many minutes is this in total?

Once you have the hang of extended multiplication, you can apply it to larger numbers. Try these:4

a 2 4 5 b 3 2 9 c 2 3 8

× 3 2 × 4 3 × 5 2

(2 × 5) (3 × 9) (2 × 8)

(2 × 40) (3 × 20) (2 × 30)

(2 × 200) (3 × 300) (2 × 200)

(30 × 5) (40 × 9) (50 × 8)

(30 × 40) (40 × 20) (50 × 30)

(30 × 200) (40 × 300) (50 × 200)

e:

e:

e:

e:



First-Year Seminar (COLA 100) Cartoon Project - Fall 2012 

Published in the Sydney based The Bulletin Magazine on August 21, 1886, “The Mongolian 
Octopus – His Grip on Australia” cartoon was pointedly used as a form of propaganda against 
Mongolian & Chinese immigration. The cartoon illustrates an octopus with a human head and 
eight outstretched arms. On each of these arms is a different term, such as typhoid or 
immorality. These terms, along with the octopus itself, all portrayed racist views of Chinese and 
Mongolian immigrants. 
  
The head of the octopus is the first striking detail. The narrow eyes, large forehead, and buck-
teeth are all negative stereotypes of Chinese culture. The fact that the human head is attached 
to an octopus’ body is another racist comparison to the immigrants resembling animals. On the 
arms of the octopus are eight crimes that these immigrants were thought to bring into 
Australian society. These crimes were “Fan Tan” and “Pak-Ah-Pu,” which were gambling games, 
“Customs Robbery,” “Bribery,” “Cheap Labor,” “Immorality,” “Typhoid,” “Small Pox,” and 
“Opium.” Each of the crimes listed were various racial stereotypes, such as Chinese disease, 
cheap labor, and gambling addictions. Many of these crimes were extremely unfounded, and 
were only circulated due to increased greed during the Australian Gold Rush.  

August 21, 1886 

Ron Thornton 

Bulletin (Sydney, Australia) 

“Mongolian Octopus—Its Grip On Australia”  



Life in the Australian Colonies for early migrants from 
Asia and the Pacific Islands 

 
1. Life in the Australian Colonies for the early migrants from Asia and the Pacific Islands was not always easy. 

Why do you think this was so? 
 
 

2. View the image below. This was a cartoon published in the Bulletin, an Australian newspaper, in 
1890. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.    How do you feel about the cartoon? What words would you use to describe it? 
 
 
 
 
 
4.    What do you think the cartoonist was trying to say? 
 
 
 
 
 
5.      Would a cartoon like this appear in today's newspapers? Explain your answer. 
 



Copy the following in your best cursive script:
The Homework Machine, by Shel Silverstein

The Homework Machine, Oh, the Homework Machine,

Most perfect contraption that's ever been seen.

Just put in your homework, then drop in a dime,

Snap on the switch, and in ten seconds' time,

Your homework comes out, quick and clean as can be.

Here it is - 'nine plus four?' and the answer is 'three.'

Three?          Oh me . . .

I guess it's not as perfect as I thought it would be.



Multiplication Word Problems – Set 1 
 

	



Image 
Gallery A



Image 
Gallery B



Multiplication Word Problems – Set 2 
	

	

	

	



Library Week 4- Australia’s Migrant Population 

1. Read ‘Source Card 36- Australia’s Migrant Population’ 

2. Complete ‘Worksheet 72- Australia’s Migrant Population’. Colour in the top 10 

countries of birth for the year 2011. Add lines and labels to the countries to show 

their percentages. 

3. Answer the following questions about the data on Source Card 36. 

a) Look at the table from 1901. How many Asian countries are there? 

__________________________________________________________ 

b) How many Asian countries in the table from 1971? List the countries. 

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________ 

c) There are five Asian countries out of ten in the table for 2011. What do you 

think the table for 2041 might look like? Why do you think this? 

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________ 

d) In all three tables, the largest numbers of people are from the United Kingdom. 

List some reasons why you think this might be the case. 

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________ 
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Reading the tables
Look at the data from 1901. The total 

Australian population was 3 788 123 

people. The number of Australians born 

overseas was 857 576. Most people were 

born in the United Kingdom (495 074 

people). This is 57.7% of the total 

number of Australians born overseas 

(857 576 people).  

A census is a count of a population. In Australia, a census is conducted around every 
fi ve years. The census also records other details about the population, such as where 
people were born. 
The following tables contain information gathered during Australian census counts in 
1901, 1971 and 2011. They show the top ten countries of birth of Australian people 
who were born overseas. Look at the tables to investigate how these countries and 
population numbers have changed since 1901. 

1901 Australian population (3 788 123) 1971 Australian population (12 755 638) 2011 Australian population (21 507 719)

Birthplace Number % Birthplace Number % Birthplace Number %

1. United Kingdom 495 074 57.7 1. United Kingdom 1 046 356 40.6 1. United Kingdom 1 045 024 19.8

2. Ireland 184 085 21.5 2. Italy 289 476 11.2 2. New Zealand    483 396 9.1

3. Germany 38 352 4.5 3. Greece 160 200 6.2 3. China    318 969 6.0

4. China 29 907 3.5 4. Yugoslavia 129 816 5.0 4. India    295 363 5.6

5. New Zealand 25 788 3.0 5. Germany 110 811 4.3 5. Italy    185 401 3.5

6. Sweden & Norway 9 863 1.2 6. Netherlands 99 295 3.8 6. Vietnam    185 039 3.5

7. India 7 637 0.9 7. New Zealand 80 466 3.1 7. Philippines    171 233 3.2

8. USA 7 448 0.9 8. Poland 59 700 2.3 8. South Africa    145 683 2.8

9. Denmark 6 281 0.7 9. Malta 53 681 2.1 9. Malaysia    116 196 2.2

10. Italy 5 678 0.7 10. Ireland 41 854 1.6 10. Germany    108 000 2.0

Other 47 463 5.5 Other 507 663 19.7 Other 2 236 131 42.3

Total number of 
Australians born overseas

857 576 100.0
Total number of 
Australians born overseas

2 579 318 100.0
Total number of 
Australians born overseas

5 290 435 100.0

Percentage of Australian 
population born overseas

22.6%
Percentage of Australian 
population born overseas

20.2%
Percentage of Australian 
population born overseas

24.6%

36 Upper primary – Level 2
Text type: Information text and tables

Word count: 378
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Australia’s Migrant Population

Name Date
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 Using the map below, colour-in the top 10 countries of birth for the year 2011. Add lines 
and labels to the countries to show their percentages.
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